
Cozy MKIV - Unofficial Documents to Share 

I created a few computer order forms in the AMI PRO and MS 
Word word processor, with tables and automatic totalization 
(at least in AMI PRO). I've got (all zip'ed): 

Order Form for Aircraft Spruce and Specialty - AMI 
Order Form for Aircraft Spruce and Specialty - MS 
Order Form for Wicks Aircraft - AMI PRO 
Order Form for Wicks Aircraft - EXCEL 4. 0 (Thanks 

Keith Barr) 
Order Form for Wicks Aircraft - MS Word 
Order Form for Ken Brock MFG - AMI PRO 
Order Form for Ken Brock MFG - MS Word 

PRO 
Word 

to 

I fill them out and then fax them to the vendors with 
a fax - modem. Works GREAT! 

I created a cost spreadsheet in Lotus 123 to examine 
the relative costs of different vendors, as well as to 
evaluate the costs of different opt i ons. It's pretty raw, 
and needs some work , but here it is (in WK4 format, 
zip'ed): 

Spreadsheet for: cost - WK4 
Nigel Field created a spreadsheet for Weight and 

Balance Calculations for the COZY MKIV. This is in WK4 
format 

(for Lotus 123), zip'ed: 
Spreadsheet for: Weight and Balance - WK4 

Nigel also created a spreadsheet for doing the stress 
calculations for his propeller fabrication technique. this 
is a MS 

Excel format file, zip'ed: 
Spreadsheet for: Propeller Stress Calculations - XLS 

Al Wick and Tim Hustad have created spreadsheets for 
Time Tracking for the COZY MKIV These are pretty spiffy. 

These exist in XLS format ( f or MS EXCEL), zip'ed: 
Al Wick's Spreadsheet for: Time Tracking - XLS 
Tim Hustad's Spreadsheet for: Time Tracking - XLS 

(Remember to set "Load to Local Disc" or the equivalent on 
your browser - you don't want [unless you've got AMI PRO, 
MS Word Excel and/or 123 set up as viewers] to try to view 
these on-line). 



Larry Jansch scanned in a COZY photo for use as "wallpaper" 
for your PC/Mac. You can download these JPG images here 
and convert them to BMP format with an image editor. 

Wallpaper Image(s) 

For those of you still using "DOS" I have the PKZIP/PKUNZIP 
self- extracting archive package available here for 
downloading. Remember, this is Shareware, not Freeware, so 
if you keep it and use it, please pay the registration fee. 
Again, use the "Load to Local Disc" (or equivalent) option 
to get this file: 

PKZIP for DOS 

Alternatively, you can access the PKWARE web site directly 
to download Win95/98 vers ions (and others) of the ZIP 
program, or you can go to shareware.com and get "Winzip", 
or the equivalent. 
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